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Springtime continues to be a time full of celebrations and recognitions 
for education-related employee groups and community partners.  The 
work and success of Henry County Schools would not be possible without 
the extraordinary dedication of our skilled personnel and commitment 
from volunteers and community leaders.  We truly are #BetterTogether 
and we are happy to recognize all throughout the month of April the 
following employees, volunteers, and special causes.

     •  Administrative Professionals Week
     •  National Assistant Principals Week
     •  Child Abuse Prevention Month
     •  Earth Day
     •  National Library Workers Day
     •  National Occupational Therapy Month
     •  School Library Month
     •  Public School Volunteer Week
     •  National Student Leadership Week

Our board of education celebrates each of these groups for their 
collective efforts!

FY22  Tentative Budget Presented and Adopted

Chief Financial Officer Shanika Clay carried one of the meeting’s 
biggest agenda items through her report on the FY22 Budget. 
 
The proposed budget totals $414.5 million and is balanced thanks 
first, in part, to the solid adjustments made by the board for the 
FY21 budget which started 
the current school year with 
a $41.5 million shortfall in state 
revenues when compared with 
the previous year. The budget 
remains student-focused with 
a commitment to all employees 
and tight alignment with the 
district’s newly adopted five-
year strategic plan.  The board took formal action by unanimously 
adopting the tentative budget for the coming school year.

Included in the FY22 budget is a strong focus on investments in 
high-quality instruction and support services.  Currently, the budget 
maintains low teacher-to-student ratios and allots new positions for 
the expansion of Impact Academy which will serve as the district’s 
virtual learning option for the 2021-22 school year.  There is also the 
procurement of writing and reading resources to invest in student 
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The month of October is full of recognitions 
for members of our school community.    
We get the chance to celebrate our school 
bus drivers and transportation personnel 
during Bus Driver Appreciation Day and 
School Bus Safety Week during this month.  
The job of a bus driver and transportation 
employee is a foundational part of supporting learning in our schools.  
Without safe transport to and from school, our students would have 
a greater challenge preparing to be at their best to learn in the 
classroom.  

It is also Public Safety Appreciation 
month.  We have amazing support from 
our School Resource Officers and the 
Henry County Sheriff’s Office as well as 
all emergency responders from across 
the county.  They chose a noble line of 
work with an unselfish commitment and 
sacrifice to protect our students, staff, and residents of the county.

And finally, it is National Principals Month.  We are privileged to 
have such outstanding school leaders 
across our district.  Leaders with passions 
for helping students achieve and flourish 
at the highest levels.  Leaders who have 
the responsibility of being the 
instructional catalyst for their staff.    We 
salute our leaders for their work during 
this special month.

Click here to view what it means to be a principal in HCS.

Each year the Henry County Board of Education must provide a 
calendar of meeting dates and times for their regularly scheduled 
public meetings.  This requirement falls under HCBOE Policy BCBA.  
The proposed calendar of meetings follows the current layout of 
meetings for 2018.  Proposed times for the study session and 
business session remain at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m., respectively.  

The days of the meetings are proposed to stay on the second Monday of each month 
with an exception to the month of July.   The proposed Board Meeting calendar is up 
for review and comment,   Click here to view the current policy up for review.

Board Policy and Administrative 
Regulations Review Plan

National Recognitions Abound

 Vol. 4, No. 10 - April 19, 2021Click here for Video Recaps
and Highlights archives

More Recognitions to Celebrate in HCS

https://schoolwires.henry.k12.ga.us/domain/13616
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Comprehensive Plan: American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Part of the success behind balancing the FY22 budget while increasing efforts aimed at working 
through the many challenges presented by the pandemic is that of the funding provided by 
the federal government through financial aid to public schools.  Chief Learning & Performance 
Officer Melissa Morse shared information about the Elementary and Secondary School Emergency 
Relief (ESSER) funds and their focus on helping schools navigate through the early stages of 
the pandemic.  She also highlighted the latest round of 
support from Washington, D.C. by way of the American 
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), which the district has a detailed 
plan to invest these funds to meet the purpose of the 
financial support which includes the safe reopening 
of schools, sustaining safe operation of schools, and 
addressing students’ social, emotional, mental health, 
and academic needs resulting from the pandemic.

Four key areas have been identified as investment 
opportunities of ARPA funds that will be most impactful for student learning.  Those areas are 
listed below along with initial investments for the upcoming school year:
      •  Learning Environments 
         o  Henry Connects Development to support Parent Connectivity
         o  Enhancements to Ventilation Systems in Elementary School Gyms
      •  Student Wellness & Mental Health
         o  School-based Mental Health & Wellness Facilitators at each school
         o  Continuity and investment in Afterschool Enrichment and School Nutrition programs
      •  Return-to-Campus Transition & IMPACT Virtual Learning
         o  School-based Student Data Clerks at each school
         o  Accountability and Data reporting dashboard solution

FY22  Tentative Budget Presented and Adopted (continued)

literacy, support for an administrator cluster lead to support an integrated K-12 cluster experience, 
and a focus on the continuity of key wrap-around, nutrition, and afterschool services.

The Board also reaffirmed its commitment to investing in employees to ensure Henry County 
Schools can attract and retain the best talent. The proposed FY22 budget includes a one-
percent increase to employee salary scales and a salary step earned due to years of service 
will be honored.  A salary step can equal a one to three percent salary increase for eligible 
employees.  Job families currently with pay scales that start below $15 per hour will see a 
minimum increase to their hourly rate of pay of $0.50, moving all salary scales to start at $9 
or higher.   Currently, investments in a high-quality workforce comprises roughly 88 percent 
of the operating budget for the coming fiscal year.  The remaining general fund budget is 
allocated to maintenance and operations, student, transportation, and other support services.

“This pandemic altered a lot about the previous year’s budget, including key services that our 
school community has come to appreciate and expect,” said Board Chair Holly Cobb.  “Thanks 
to an improved local and state tax digest along with support from the federal government, 
the balanced tentative budget we approved gets us closer to the pre-pandemic levels we 
experienced and tightly aligns our spending focus with our strategic plan.”

Other highlights of the budget include:
         •  Addition of one mental health and wellness facilitator and one student data clerk at each school
     •  Efforts to mitigate learning disruption from pandemic, target intensified support and 
         intervention needs, and bridge student gaps in learning and experiences
      •  Expansion of the facility management and operational footprint
      •  Transportation infrastructure improvements
      •  Data and accountability reporting expansion
      •  Investments in the board of education’s strategic initiatives in STEM, mental health & 
         wellness, and community engagement

To view the presentation, including board comments, in its entirety, click here. 

https://henrycountyschoolsga.swagit.com/play/04202021-512
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

HCS Mission and Vision Statements Established

A long journey to a five-year strategic plan reached another important milestone this month as the 
board celebrated the draft of a new mission and vision statement to lead the district into the future.  
Dr. Carl Knowlton, Chief of Staff, walked board members back down the path they have traveled 
to get to this point, celebrating their many accomplishments as a board in rounding out the final 
component to their governance framework.  To get there, a focus was given to the stabilization of a 
foundation and compass for the board, a strengthening of this foundation which included thousands 
of voices being heard, and a crafting of the direction of the board through the creation of a strategic 
plan.  This continuous focus on charting the course for the district led to the establishment of the 
following mission and vision statements as the last components to the strategic plan:

Mission: Empower all students with exceptional opportunities and access that lead to their success 
in a global society.

Vision: Ensure a high-quality, world-
class education for every student.

The board governance team shared 
their excitement in reaching this 
point after many months of intense 
work.

“All the work that we did through 
Whole Board Training, it is great 
to see it in print,” said Vice Chair 
Edwards.  “This is our mission and vision, and I want to say thank you for all the hard work that 
went in to making this happen.”

“This is transforming our entire 
educational experience for 
students,” said Dist. 4 Board 
Member Sophe Pope.  “I’m thrilled 
about this mission and vision, and 
I think we all believe it down to our 
core.  We have the people in place 
to make this happen.”

“There are two words I like to see in 
this mission and vision,” said Dist. 2 
Board Member Makenzie McDaniel.  
“On the mission it says ‘global’ and on the vision it says ‘world.’  So that means that we are charged 
now to ensure that every student that crosses that stage from here on out is positioned to not only 
compete here locally in Henry County or in the state of Georgia, but is here to compete nationally 
and in a global economy.”

American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) (continued)

      •  Interrupted Learning & Learning Acceleration
         o  Writing Resources K-12
         o  Adaptive Reading Support Resources
         o  Student Support for College & Career Readiness & Post-Secondary Planning

The funds can be expended over the course of two years and three summer periods, ending in 
2023.

Key to the planned used of these funds are that of community feedback and transparency through 
monitoring and measuring of the funds impact and published reports on the district’s website.

“I’m really impressed with everything that is on this list,” stated Board Vice-Chair Annette Edwards. 
“This is powerful that we are able to have the funds to do this.”

https://schoolwires.henry.k12.ga.us/domain/17281
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

One of the board’s core beliefs and commitments speaks to leaders in our schools and their 
impact on excellent results.  The impact of a highly effective school leader cannot be underscored 
enough, and Chief School Leadership Officer Kirk Shrum started his report to the board by 
reminding them of their commitment to supporting the success of school leaders by continuing 
to invest in the division’s efforts to enhance and strengthen the principalship due to its key 
impact on school communities.

With the expectations of the board codified in their core beliefs and commitments, Policy BAB, 
and the newly-adopted five-year strategic plan, it is imperative that school leaders are able to 
take these key foundational unified government pieces and transition them from the boardroom 
to the classroom in order to increase opportunities, access, and outcomes for every student.

To accomplish this, Shrum noted that there is an elevation of focus on effective leadership by 
creating a HCS-specific school leadership matrix that defines the key levers, behaviors, and 
actions successful leaders employ. Grounded in research and reflecting the vision and mission 
of the board of education, the process includes identifying the levers, behaviors and actions, 
developing expected levels of performance and exemplars of practice, and executing a continuous 
improvement coaching and feedback cycle for each leader based on their individual level of 
performance in comparison with the expected level of performance. It is through this process 
that effective school leadership and consistency of practice in every school will be ensured.

The four levers for effective school leadership in HCS include:
      •  Instruction – Effective Instructional Infrastructure
      •  Operational – Strategic Management of Resources & Development of Personnel
      •  Civic & Community – Positive School Climate Driven by Connectivity
      •  Student-Focused Culture

Each lever contains aligned behaviors and accompanying specific actions that leaders must 
perform.  These behaviors provide clear direction for leadership and from which expected levels 
of performance with exemplars of practice will be developed.  Through this process we will 
ensure consistency of practice and build the capacity of our leaders to ensure alignment from 
the boardroom to the classroom.

“We have the best principals in the state and nation,” said Dist. 1 BOE Member Dr. Pam Nutt.

Effective School Leadership – Developing HCS Leadership Levers 
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Legislative Update – 2021 General Assembly Actions

Executive Director of Communications & Public Relations JD Hardin shared a report with the 
board which included a wrap up to the 2021 Legislative Session as a part of this year’s General 
Assembly.  As part of the report, Hardin reminded the board of their role in helping shape and 
inform legislation each year through their legislative priorities and meeting with legislators 
ahead of the upcoming session.  There is an intentional process to be a strategic partner in the 
law-making process by informing legislators of key impacts on public education relative the aim 
of their bills.  

A brief overview of the bills passing both chambers 
and now awaiting action by the govern was given, and 
the board’s impact on legislation through their own 
legislative priorities was illustrated with the passage 
of House Bill 287 concerning the addition of vaping in 
the health courses on the dangers of drugs, tobacco, 
and alcohol.  There were other influences shared 
and illustrated through the board’s commitment 
to ensuring the state fully funds public education, 
keeps public education dollars away from unchecked 
school voucher programs, and protection of our public school media centers.

The district stands ready to respond to any bills that are signed into law by Governor Kemp to 
ensure the district is compliant and all applicable policies are adjusted accordingly.

Other Agenda Items

The following business items were also unanimously approved, as a part of the consent agenda 
for the evening meeting:

• Henry County Policy DJE – The board heard an updated report from Chief Finance Officer 
Shanika Clay regarding the recent board-directed adjustments to Henry County BOE Policy 
DJE – Purchasing, to ensure local, minority-owned, women-owned, and small business 
enterprises (collectively L/M/W/SBE) have clarity on how to seek business with Henry 
County Schools.  The modification also adds a sentence that was erroneously omitted in 
the prior DJE revision.  The board will place this policy out for public review and comment 
and take action during next month’s meeting.

• One-Time Pay Supplement Approved – The board unanimously approved a one-time 
pay supplement of $1,500 for all full-time employees and $1,000 for less than full-time 
employees.  The district used portions of the general fund and dollars allocated for this 
specific purpose by the state government through federal support.  

• Henry County BOE Policy IB – Henry’s Organizational Accountability to Ensure a High-
Performing School District – The board unanimously approved this newest policy after it 
was presented at last month’s meeting and placed out for public review and comment.  

• K-5 Therapeutic Supports and Instructional Programming Services Agreement – The 
board unanimously approved this contract to secure services to provide a temporary 
therapeutic setting for on-grade level instruction and behavior replacement strategies for 
K-5 elementary students beginning Fall 2021. The contract is supported financially through 
CARES 2 funding.

• Code of Conduct – The board unanimously approved the Code of Conduct for the upcoming 
school year after it was placed out for public review and comment opportunities after last 
month’s meeting.

• Student and Staff Device Replacement and Growth – The board unanimously approved 
a request by the Information Services Division for the procurement of laptop computers 
and peripheral devices for students and staff to accommodate growth in enrollment and 
replacement need.  Chief Information Officer Dr. Brian Blanton was able to share the scope 
of need and the cost associated during the business portion of the April Study Session.
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Other Agenda Items  (continued)

• Full Depth Asphalt Reclamation - Hampton High School – The board unanimously approved 
moving forward with the apparent low bidder to provide a full-depth asphalt reclamation 
at Hampton High School.

• Distribution Tree Trim/Clearing Easement – Walnut Creek Elementary School – The board 
unanimously approved the easement request from Georgia Power Company to existing 
power lines on the property of Walnut Creek Elementary School.  The easement will grant 
GP permission to trim, cut, and/or remove all tree and vegetation obstructions within twenty 
(20) feet of the power poles and conductor wires.  By trimming and/or removing these 
obstructions, Georgia Power Company will be able to prevent future outages and damages 
caused during inclement weather.

• Boys & Girls Club Lease Agreement – The board unanimously approved a new lease 
agreement between the Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro Atlanta and the HCBOE.  The agreement 
will be for the use of a portion of HCMS only (Exhibit A), softball field, football field, and 
parking lot associated with gym.  It does not include any additional commitments other 
than areas listed above, utilities, maintenance, and custodial services for identified areas. 
The originally accepted lease agreement with the Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Georgia, and 
approved by the HCBOE 11/11/19, was nullified by the Boys & Girls Club of Central Georgia.

Leadership on the Move

Name                         New Position/Location               Former Position/Location

   Dr. Johane St. Aime       Principal                                Assistant Principal 
      Hampton Elementary                        Hampton Elementary 
 
    Nicole McDowell        Relocating                                         Director   
                                                                              Family & Student Support

Awards and Recognition 

State Representative Regina Lewis-Ward presented a resolution to the Henry County Board 
of Education in recognition and commendation for the schools recognized with honors by 
the Georgia Department of Education for their AP Coursework and student performance.
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Awards and Recognition  (continued)

 

Danyelle Stanford - 1st Place - Kindergarten - 
Woodland Elementary

Ananya Augustine - State Spelling Bee Champion  
7th Grade - Eagle’s Landing Middle School

DISTRICT RESA MATH CONTEST

Union Grove High School - 1st Place High School 
Team Competition:
Mary Beth Caldwell - Euan Ham
Wonuola Abiodun - Urvie Patel
         
Wonuola Abiodun - 1st Place Individual Competition
Union Grove High School

        Dutchtown Middle School - 1st Place Middle School 
        Team Competition:
       Ruhi Patel - Maximilian Ratmeyer
       Diem-My Dang - Nelson Ha - Isiah Nogal

        Ola High School - 3rd Place High School 
        Team Competition:
       Chaeli Herzler - Elliana Meisinger 
         McCleland Idaewor - Jolene Monge
       Emily Freeman

       Eagle’s Landing Middle School - 1st Place Middle  
        School Team Competition:
       Rohaan Patel - Kemar Dixon 
         Sai Chava - Ved Amin
       
        Rohaan Patel - 2nd Place Individual Competition
        Eagle’s Landing Middle School
      
       McDonough Middle School - 2nd Place Middle  
       School Team Competition:
       Sejal Baliga - Kennedy Kimpson 
         Erin Tarplin - Jordan Mallory
       Samantha Samuels
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Awards and Recognition   (continued)

Kyle Lynch - UGHS - Viola

Brandon Hall - UGHS - Trumpet

Connor Biffle - LGHS - Trombone

Jacob Evert - LGHS - French Horn

Xavier Martinez - LGHS - Baritone Saxophone

Jaylah Dorsey -  DHS - Clarinet

Nasir Terrell - DHS - Bass Trombone

Talya Lester - DHS - Clarinet

Sophia Bobo - OHS - Trumpet

Wesley Bird - OHS - Percussion

Avery Walker - OHS - Tuba

Emilia Keesey - LHS - French Horn

Shreya Nair - 1st Place - 1st Grade - Timber Ridge 
Elementary

Lianna Hunter - 1st Place - 3rd Grade - Cotton 
Indian Elementary

Maisie Davis - 1st Place - 6th Grade - Ola Middle 
School

Alex McElhannon - 1st Place - 7th Grade - Union 
Grove Middle School

2020-2021 LEAD Graduates

Yvette Christian - McDonough Middle
Elyse Durden - Unity Grove Elementary
Katina Ferguson - Eagle’s Landing Middle
Yolanda Oatts - Dutchtown Middle
Delphine Patterson - Dutchtown High
Lydia Williams - Eagle’s Landing High
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Awards and Recognition   (continued)

2020-2021 ASPIRE Graduates

Brenda Bair - Luella Middle
Erin Bundrige - Woodland Middle
Rachel Burden - ITS, District Office
Tequela Crawford - McDonough Middle 
Dr. Kimberly Dawson - Pate’s Creek Elementary
Dr. Angel Fletcher - Fairview Elementary
SeTia Freeman - Smith-Barnes Elementary
Shakerra Jackson - Pleasant Grove Elementary 
Renee Jenkins - Eagle’s Landing Middle
Heather Jones - Unity Grove Elementary
Quinyonia Kearse - Luella High
Melanie Kellam - McDonough Middle
Michelle Kuykendall - Locust Grove Elmentary
Devin McMahon - Luella Middle School 
DeAnna Miller - Walnut Creek Elementary
Patricia Paris - Cotton Indian Elementary               
Leandra Roberts - Woodland Middle
Rachel Rose - Mount Carmel Elementary
Yetta Smith - Hampton High
Kristen Tilson - Union Grove High
Dr. Brandi Walker - East Lake Elementary
Robyn White - Dutchtown Middle
Dr. Renee Williams -Eagle’s Landing Middle
Robyn Williams - Eagle’s Landing High

2020-2021 APIP Graduates

Veronica Copeland - Union Grove High
Christopher Dowell -  Hickory Flat Elementary
Dana Flowers - Union Grove Middle
Beatrice Holmes - Rock Spring Elementary
Allison Mayo - Locust Grove Middle
Dr. Bryan Reese - Luella High
Ashley Sellers - Locust Grove Middle
Michael Teti - Timber Ridge Elementary 
Melissa Thomas - Dutchtown Middle
Asha Thompson - Tussahaw Elementary
LuShana Walden - Oakland Elementary 
Quavious Wright - Wesley Lakes Elementary

COACHES - Elliott Montgomery
Johny Teemer - Austin Turner - Keldric Glass
DeAndre Robinson - Wesly Graves
Manager - Mia Bryant 
Trainer - Yasmeen Randolph
Statistician - Christy Malolo
PLAYERS:
Aaron Daniels - Jordan Fordyce
Wayne Wilkerson - Jaydan Jackson
Kenneth Brayboy - Amari Jackson
AJ Barnes - Mack Lakes
Jaylon Hand - David Thomas
Christian Goggins - Khylan McKennie
Fabian Desilva - Tye Redmond
Joshua Martin - Jabrail Martin - Nick Mason
Isaiah Parrott - Prince Morell - Johny Teemer III



•    Dr. Nutt started her remarks by sharing that Bethlehem Elementary has been had a productive 
month with their focus on PBIS and Kindness Month.

•   She also shared that Unity Grove Elementary was successful in meeting their Fun Run goals 
and had a successful grandparents day. They also had a successful tailgate night with the 
Locust Grove cluster. 

•   Oakland Elementary was also highlighted for a good turnout for their grandparents day.
•    The Locust Grove HS Lady Wildcat softball team was featured for being in the state tournament, 

as were the Hampton HS Lady Hornets.
•    Dr. Nutt concluded her comments by recognizing Tony Pickett who will be retiring this school year.

•   Ms. Cobb recognized the principals of the district as a part of this being Principal Appreciation Month. 
•   She noted that Timber Ridge Elementary had a fantastic talent show and congratulated the teachers 

and students while also sharing her thanks for the community that supported the school.
•   She congratulated the UGHS girls varsity softball team for being in the state tournament.
•  She concluded her remarks by congratulating Ola HS for making it to the VEX Robotics 

State Championships.

•  Dr. McBride noted her request to bring cultural diversity to the study session discussion. 
She said Dr. Davis will bring it up next month.

•  She congratulated Hickory Flat Elementary for selling 79 yearbooks and receiving 79 
    trees that will be planted in their honor. 
•  She highlighted Pate's Creek Elementary for their Griffin RESA Literacy Day winners.
•  Lastly, she congratulated Flippen Elem., Eagle's Landing MS and Eagle's Landing HS for 

their collaborative curriculum night.

•  Ms. Edwards noted her time at the Stockbridge HS mock interview and its success.
•   She also attended the Stockbridge HS/Union Grove HS football game, and congratulated 

the Tigers on being undefeated.

•   Supt. Davis recognized principals for their role in our schools and communities. She noted 
her thanks for the supervisors/asst. superintendents for their work in guiding principals.

•  There was also attention brought to the work of our district administrators during the 
"Shadow a Student Day". She stated it was important that we lead through student-centered 
focus.

•  She shared that it is School Bus Safety/Appreciation Week next week and thanked our 
school transportation department for their work.

•  Public Safety Month is this October as well, and Supt. Davis recognized our SROs and 
Captain Duke for his work and recent promotion.

•  She also highlighted our Teachers of the Year for their impact in the classroom.  She 
    shared that it was great to be able to recognize them during the meeting.
•  She concluded by sharing that the district’s thoughts are with the Hickory Flat Elem. 

community in the passing of a student, and the district’s thoughts are also with the Pike 
County School System and Community in the recent loss of a football player.

BOARD MEMBER REMARKS

•   Mr. Hinton started by congratulating Dutchtown MS for their 2nd Alzheimer’s Walk.
•    Luella HS's marching band was recognized for their recent accomplishment at the Valhalla 

marching competition.
•  Hampton HS was recognized for their girls softball team's accomplishments this year, 

which included making it to the playoffs and winning their region.
•  He also recognized Rachel Rose, Mt. Carmel's teacher of the year, for being a district 

teacher of the year semifinalist.
•   Mr. Hinton closed his remarks by thanking principals for their work as a part and commending 

Capt. Josh Duke for his recent promotion to captain from lieutenant.

Mary Elizabeth Davis
Superintendent

Annette Edwards
District 5

Dr. Donna McBride
District 5

Dr. Pam Nutt
District 1

Josh Hinton
Board Chair
District 2

Holly Cobb
Board Vice Chair
District 3
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update
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Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
An Introduction to a Balanced Instructional Model
One district priority that will continue to receive a more in-depth 
examination and regular updates will be that of strengthening our 
core business of student learning.  It aligns with the first core belief 
of the BOE in that each student can learn at or above grade level 
and will have an equal opportunity to do so.  Previous discussions 
of the district priority focused on what teachers teach and what students 
learn.  There were also discussions regarding pace of learning 
thanks to the development of district pacing guides for teachers, 
students, and leaders to use.  Now the focus shifts to the ‘how’ and the ways our district 
staff must clarify how we teach and how students learn through a personalized learning 
model.

One such approach involves the introduction of a balanced instructional model, while 
a commitment remains to other ‘hows’ like the successful implementation of an early 
literacy model.  A clear expectation had to be set for what instruction would look like 
inside classrooms.  The balanced instructional model provides a common language to 
foster understanding for our students, parents, and teachers around what the student 
experience is designed to include.

The balanced approach comes from providing the many stakeholders with core knowledge 
and skills and the higher levels of analysis, synthesis, application, and problem solving 
necessary to be a part of daily routines in our classrooms.  

This approach helps take students from being memorizers to problem solvers and 
thinkers.  There are many ways of engaging students in deep, personalized instruction 
while supporting their growth and mastery of content in creative ways.

Click here to get a better look at the four core content areas’ balanced instructional 
model basics.

At the forefront of learning is being able to read, and Henry 
County Schools is piloting a program in 14 schools in the district 
aimed at positively impacting this foundational skill for student 
learning for our youngest students.  Through this new model, our 
kindergarten students cycle through instructional models for phonics 
before then being assessed on their current progress.  This enables 
school and district leaders to examine where intervention needs to be incorporated 
to enhance student outcomes.  According to Chief Learning & Performance Officer 
Melissa Morse, this model is a great example of how the district is strengthening student 
outcomes by our approach to literacy in kindergarten.  It also serves as an example of 
how we systematically monitor the progress of students in real-time to ensure decisions 
about what students need are made sooner rather than at a time that is far too late 
to help them improve.  Click here for a video on the district’s new model.

Strengthening the Core Business of Student Learning: 
Early Literacy Model Update

Dr. Nutt started by congratulating the Ola Middle School robotics team that wont the design 
award at the 2021 VEX IQ Georgia State Championships.  They are also the first female 
team from Henry County Schools to participate.  Locust Grove Middle School’s Beta Club 
for the collection efforts to support the Westbury Rehabilitation Center.  The Locust Grove 
High School boys soccer team won the region championship for the first time and will play 
Wayne County in the playoffs.  The Luella High School boys and girls soccer teams won 
the region championships, and James Roberts was named the region’s boys coach of the 
year.  Locust Grove Elementary school was featured for raising over $600 in pennies for 
patients in support of the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.

Mr. McDaniel started by noting Pate’s Creek Elementary teacher Talisa Johnson was recognized 
by the Stockbridge community for her dedication as a Women’s History Month award 
winner.  Oakland Elementary was recognized as a bronze team in the 2021 relay season 
for raising over $2,500.  Hampton High School’s boys and girls tennis teams won their 
first-ever region championships.  Hampton High School’s boys soccer team was honored 
for finishing fourth in the region and making the playoffs, while the girls team finished as 
runners-up in the region and will also move on to the playoffs.  Music for Henry and Luella 
Elementary partnered together in an effort to provide guitars for the music program at the 
school.  The School Leadership Division and Supt. Davis were thanked for the coordination 
of visits by board members to schools in the district.

Mrs. Cobb opened her remarks by congratulating Mary Beth Caldwell for being one of 10 
female finalists for the Vincent Dooley Scholarship.  The Eagle’s Landing High School boys 
basketball team was celebrated for their state championship, and the school’s mock trial 
team was featured for reaching the state’s Elite Eight round of competition.  Ashlee Biggs 
from Ola High School was featured for being awarded a 2021 Scholarship for Young Women 
by the Henry County Chamber of Commerce Education Foundation.  Ola High School’s 
baseball team was also congratulated for winning the region championship.  The Union Grove 
and Ola High School boys track teams tied for the county championship, and the Union 
Grove High School girls track team won the county track championship.  She concluded 
her remarks by thanking School Leadership division leadership for the arrangement of 
school visits across the district.

Mrs. Pope began her remarks by congratulating the Eagle’s Landing High School boys basketball 
team for their state championship.  The Eagle’s Landing High School Mock Trial Team was 
also celebrated for making it to the Elite Eight round of the state competition.  Stockbridge 
Elementary was noted for their partnership with the city of Stockbridge to create a mural at 
the intersection of Harrell Dr. and N. Henry Blvd.  Students from Stockbridge, Union Grove, 
and Luella high schools were featured for collaborating with the Henry County Board of 
Commissioners in a junior commissioners project called Government and Me Engaged (GAME).  
The students planned and budgeted a full $1.5 million dollar renovation of Mickie D. Cochran Park 
in Stockbridge.  This provided a great experience for the students pursuing careers in public 
service.  Thanks were given to the Board of Commissioners and Commissioner Thomas for their 
support of our students.  She concluded her remarks by highlighting the trips she was able to 
make inside schools across the district to see the incredible work taking place all across the 
district.  She thanked the school leaders and teachers for allowing her the opportunity to visit.

Mrs. Edwards shared her congratulations to Gary Richardson from Dutchtown High School.  
He is one of 10 male finalists for the Vincent Dooley Scholarship.  She also congratulated the 
Stockbridge High School NJROTC unit for receiving a $1,500 donation from the American 
Legion Post 330.  Fairview Elementary was featured for completing their spring school-wide 
community service project by collecting a large donation of socks to provide to a local nursing 
home so the elderly would be able to keep their feet warm.  This effort aligned with their 
Social Streaming lessons of demonstrating empathy for others.  The project also wrapped up 
a six-week session of nightly live reads by faculty, guest authors, and administrators.  Students 
were excited to logon each night and discover who the mystery reader for the night was.

Supt. Davis started by acknowledging that National and World Autism Day fall in the month 
of April, and the learners and teachers in the autism program were celebrated.  Administrative 
Professional Week/Day was noted and the many administrative professionals across the 
district were celebrated.  New leaders in the district were also recognized for their roles 
in our district.

Board Member Remarks
•    Dr. Nutt started her remarks by sharing that Bethlehem Elementary has been had a productive 

month with their focus on PBIS and Kindness Month.
•   She also shared that Unity Grove Elementary was successful in meeting their Fun Run goals 

and had a successful grandparents day. They also had a successful tailgate night with the 
Locust Grove cluster. 

•   Oakland Elementary was also highlighted for a good turnout for their grandparents day.
•    The Locust Grove HS Lady Wildcat softball team was featured for being in the state tournament, 

as were the Hampton HS Lady Hornets.
•    Dr. Nutt concluded her comments by recognizing Tony Pickett who will be retiring this school year.

•   Ms. Cobb recognized the principals of the district as a part of this being Principal Appreciation Month. 
•   She noted that Timber Ridge Elementary had a fantastic talent show and congratulated the teachers 

and students while also sharing her thanks for the community that supported the school.
•   She congratulated the UGHS girls varsity softball team for being in the state tournament.
•  She concluded her remarks by congratulating Ola HS for making it to the VEX Robotics 

State Championships.

•  Dr. McBride noted her request to bring cultural diversity to the study session discussion. 
She said Dr. Davis will bring it up next month.

•  She congratulated Hickory Flat Elementary for selling 79 yearbooks and receiving 79 
    trees that will be planted in their honor. 
•  She highlighted Pate's Creek Elementary for their Griffin RESA Literacy Day winners.
•  Lastly, she congratulated Flippen Elem., Eagle's Landing MS and Eagle's Landing HS for 

their collaborative curriculum night.

•  Ms. Edwards noted her time at the Stockbridge HS mock interview and its success.
•   She also attended the Stockbridge HS/Union Grove HS football game, and congratulated 

the Tigers on being undefeated.

•   Supt. Davis recognized principals for their role in our schools and communities. She noted 
her thanks for the supervisors/asst. superintendents for their work in guiding principals.

•  There was also attention brought to the work of our district administrators during the 
"Shadow a Student Day". She stated it was important that we lead through student-centered 
focus.

•  She shared that it is School Bus Safety/Appreciation Week next week and thanked our 
school transportation department for their work.

•  Public Safety Month is this October as well, and Supt. Davis recognized our SROs and 
Captain Duke for his work and recent promotion.

•  She also highlighted our Teachers of the Year for their impact in the classroom.  She 
    shared that it was great to be able to recognize them during the meeting.
•  She concluded by sharing that the district’s thoughts are with the Hickory Flat Elem. 

community in the passing of a student, and the district’s thoughts are also with the Pike 
County School System and Community in the recent loss of a football player.

BOARD MEMBER REMARKS

•   Mr. Hinton started by congratulating Dutchtown MS for their 2nd Alzheimer’s Walk.
•    Luella HS's marching band was recognized for their recent accomplishment at the Valhalla 

marching competition.
•  Hampton HS was recognized for their girls softball team's accomplishments this year, 

which included making it to the playoffs and winning their region.
•  He also recognized Rachel Rose, Mt. Carmel's teacher of the year, for being a district 

teacher of the year semifinalist.
•   Mr. Hinton closed his remarks by thanking principals for their work as a part and commending 

Capt. Josh Duke for his recent promotion to captain from lieutenant.
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